BotSHIELD

Autonomous Bot Defense

Protect Your Mobile Apps,
Websites, and APIs Against
Automated Attacks

Product
Factsheet
The earlier generations of bots were basic scripts and headless browsers. Detecting automated
attacks performed by such bots was much easier. But today, cybercriminals carry out
automated attacks using various tools and techniques to exploit vulnerabilities in mobile apps
and websites. The latest generation of bad bots can mimic human behavior and are deployed to
execute automated attacks such as account takeover, promotion abuse, transaction fraud,
scraping, API abuse, DDoS, inventory hoarding, carding, and more.
To mitigate the latest generation of bad bots, advanced technology is required to accurately
differentiate between genuine users and sophisticated bad bots without causing false positives.
BotSHIELD is a light-weight, plug and play solution that can be deployed in minutes. Our AI goes
beyond rule-based models to detect bots. We leverage behavioral biometrics, device
fingerprinting, predictive analytics, and emerging attack patterns from our Global Intelligence
Network to accurately detect and block malicious bots on mobile apps, websites, and APIs.

Use Cases
Account Takeover

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)

API Abuse

Promotion Abuse

Scraping

Transaction Fraud

Carding

Fake Accounts

Click Fraud

Inventory Hoarding

Why BotSHIELD

Global Intelligence Network

SHIELD profiles more than 7 billion devices and 500 million user accounts
annually. Fraud attacks on our partners are uploaded in real-time to the Global
Intelligence Network, providing us with real-time fraud intelligence to proactively
block similar attacks on your digital ecosystem.

Proprietary Device Fingerprinting

Our proprietary device fingerprinting technology assesses device information and
connection attributes to detect continuously-evolving bots. BotSHIELD
persistently identifies a visitor's device, including whether malicious applications
are used, enabling us to generate a risk profile in real-time and block high-risk
visitors.

Behavioral Biometrics

BotSHIELD's behavioral biometrics engine collects thousands of unique
parameters from device interactions — such as navigation patterns, scrolling,
pressure, and more — to continuously authenticate genuine visitors and block bad
bots, ensuring a frictionless user experience.

Real-Time Pattern Recognition

Cybercriminals are already using machine learning to automate their attack
parameters and patterns. They also use malicious tools such as app
cloners and emulators to conduct attacks. To effectively stop them,
BotSHIELD's real-time pattern recognition technology leverages the latest AI
models to identify and block new malicious patterns and tools, even before
they become mainstream.

Key Differentiators
Unmatched Accuracy

Advanced fingerprinting technologies to accurately detect and mitigate bad bots
in real-time with minimal false positives.

On-Demand Scalability

Scaling on-demand, enabling your business to better respond to surges as they
arise without causing a decline in performance.

Easy Integration

Fast integration into any tech stack within minutes. A multitude of integration
options, including reverse proxy and mobile SDKs.

Real-time Reporting and Analytics

Comprehensive reporting to help you get a clear understanding of traffic on your
platform, including type of bots and attacks mitigated.

Global Intelligence Network

Database of emerging automated attack patterns from our vast network of
partners to proactively block similar attacks on your platform.
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BotSHIELD can be easily integrated into any native app or web application through SDKs or
reverse proxies (CDNs). Easily streamline access for genuine users and block malicious bots
before it reaches your digital platform.

SHIELD has an army of battle tested A.I. sentries to predict and
prevent fraud while guarding the entire digital ecosystem for any
web commerce.
Customers have seen fraud rates drop by an order of magnitude
within weeks of deploying SHIELD’s global fraud intelligence engine.
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Trusted By Leading Superapps & Enterprises

About Us
SHIELD is a mobile-first risk intelligence company. We help world-leading enterprises build
trust and safety by stopping fraud and abuse. Trusted across all continents by enterprises
such as Razer, Alibaba, and BEAT, we protect over 7 billion devices and 700 million user
accounts every year.
For more information on SHIELD, visit www.shield.com.
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